• Your voucher number (9 digits) can be
found on your access card for the event.
(Event Pass: xxxxxxxxx).

Event Pass

•A
 s from 3 days before the event you can get
your Event Pass from one of the 375 automatic
vending machines in our metro stations
or at the most important surface tramway
or bus stops from STIB. (a list is available on
www.stib.be). Follow the simple procedure in
seven steps to collect your Event Pass.

User instructions

•O
 nce you have collected your Event Pass,
you have free access to our network
(including the Noctis night network) to
reach the event and return from it hasslefree and in comfort, without worrying
about car parking or traffic jams.

1. Select « Event Pass » with the small wheel
and push the green button to confirm your
choice.

2. E
 nter the 9 digits of your voucher. You need to
validate every single digit with the green button.

• Visit our website or the website of the
event organizer to plan the best route to
reach the event.

4. To confirm the entered voucher number
push « Confirm ».

If you have made a mistake, push « correct » to go
back to the second screen or push « cancel » to
cancel the whole operation.

5. The Event Pass is being printed.
Find all the practical information on:
- www.stib.be
- The website of the event

•B
 e aware that you voucher number can
be used only once. It will be de-activated
upon collection of your Event Pass.
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•D
 o not forget to validate your Event Pass
whenever you enter a station, a tramway
or a bus. Using the network without a
validated Event Pass will be considered as
an infraction.

7. If the automatic
vending machine is
unable to deliver the Ticket, we kindly ask
you to proceed to another automatic
vending machine to collect your Event Pass.

3. If you enter a wrong digit:
- Push « Correct » in order to erase the last digit.
- Push « Cancel » if you want to erase all the
entered digits.

6. The transaction has been completed.
Do not forget to collect your Event Pass.

